Race and Ethnicity/My Life Starting MumSexual BullyingLeft / Write // HookJunior Graphic/Mum, the Boy and Others/Scotland's Gang Members/Gillian Mk2Planning and Support for People with Intellectual Disabilities/Environmental Learning for Classroom and Assembly at KS1 & KS2/Beyond Borders and Me/My Mum My Mother's Secret Market/Boy Povidyky Boy Mom/Mum's Going to Explore/Refuge For My Mum/Mym Cup of Teh-O A Singaporean Blah Blah Blah Author for Home in America/My B*Sters Book and Workbook Grammar of My Life, Orinocco: A Story of a Woman from a Privileged Background, who is Kidnapped, Taken to a Mansion in a Remote Location and Held Hostage by Armed Tattooed Men. Over Time, She Manages to Befriend the Captors, Even Turning Briefly to a Life of Crime. She Eventually Falls in Love with Her Kidnapper, Jake Meytiere-Thurston, and Opt to Remain at the Mansion Rather than Returning Home to Marry Her Fiance Jonathan Revoltet, a Rich Bachelor Whom Her Parents Have Chosen For Her. Orinocco Soon Falls Pregnant for Jake and They Wed. But With Jake Leading Her Through a Dangerous Life, Orinocco Finds Herself Constantly on the Run from Her Enemies, Jonathan and Her Parents Who Gradually Come to Believe That She's Experienced Stockholm Syndrome. "Maggie is Earthy and Real, Full of Love and Knowledge, Especially on Raising Sons." - Steve Biddulph "Maggie's perspective on raising boys is spot on. She Writes with Humor and Depth, Providing Insight and Strategies for Many of the Most Important Issues Facing Moms. There is a lovely ease to her Writing and a Powerful Honesty. I Hope Every Mother of a Son (and Everyone Else) Will Read This Book. The Future of the World, to a Great Extent, Depends on How We Raise Our Boys." - Michael Gurian, New York Times Bestselling Author of The Wonder of Boys and Saving Our Sons If We Can See the World Through Boys' Eyes a Little Better, We Will Make Different Choices in the Way We Mother Them and We Will Find Them Less Confusing, and Love Them More Deeply. Mothers of Sons Are Worried About Raising Their Boys in a World Where Negative Images of Masculinity Are Front and Centre of Our Media, Almost Every Day. Not Only That, But Statistically Our Boys Are Still Struggling in Many Ways. Even Though We Live in a Time and Space Where We Recognize That Nothing in Gender Is Fixed, It Remains a Fact That the Influence of a Mother on Her Son Is Massive. A Mother of Four Sons Herself, Maggie Dent Draws on Her Personal Experience - And Over Four Decades Work as a Teacher, Counsellor and Now Author and Speaker - to Help Build Understanding, Empathy and Compassion for Our Boys. Maggie Shares Her Five Key Secrets That Every Mum Needs to Know and Uses the Voices of Men She Has Worked With and Surveyed to Reveal What Really Matters in a Boy's Relationship With His Mother and Other Mother Figures. Maggie Is One of Australia's Most Popular Parenting Authors and Educators, and Her Seminars About Boys Have Sold Out All Across Australia and in the UK. She Is Visually Appealing, Insightful, and (Almost Always) Her Humour Around Mothering Boys to Help You Be The Mum Your Son Needs You To Be. Challenge and Inspire Your Teenage Males to Think Beyond Gender. Think Is a Fresh, Vibrant and Upbeat Course Designed to Take an Inquisitive Males on a Journey That Inspires Them to Think. As Well As Building Students' Language Skills, It Offers a Holistic Approach to Learning: Developing Their Thinking Skills, Encouraging Them to Reflect on Values and Building Self-Confidence. Topics Are Chosen to Appeal to and Challenge Teenagers, Firing Their Imagination and Ensuring Effective Learning. This Split Combo Edition Includes 4 Students' Book and Workbook Units Combined Plus Access to the Online Learning Management Platform with Extra Resources Interactive Activities. Teachers Can Use the Platform to Track Students' Progress and Ensure More Effective Learning. This Is the Story of My Life, From Being Really Young and Always Feeling Like a Got Everything Wrong and the Divorce of My Parents, Then Moving Many Times and Into My Teens and Meeting My First Real Boyfriend on Through to My Marriage, Child Loss and On Through the Turmoils, In This Book You Get the First 3 Parts to My Story with the Rest to Follow Shortly. Born in Bosnia in the Former Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, Aleksandar Duric Overcame a Difficult Childhood to Become a Junior Canoeing Champion. Against All Odds, He Made an Unlikely Appearance at the 1992 Olympic Games While the Fires of the Bosnian War Raged in His Homeland, a War That Had Tragic Consequences for the Duric Family. A Nautical Career in Football Followed, But Duric Finally Found His Feet - and His Home - in Singapore. It Was in This Southeast Asian Nation That Duric Truly Made His Name, Becoming an All-Consuming Force in Singapore's Top Domestic League and Going On to Represent the Singapore National Team More Than 50 Times. Told in a Refreshingly Frank and Honest Manner, Beyond Borders Is Far More Than a Footballer's Memoir. Duric's Tale of Tragedy and Triumph, Adversity and Adventure, Is as Surprising as It Is Inspiring. Body Image: Understanding Body Dissatisfaction in Men, Women and Children presents a review of what is presently known and the results of some new research on body image. It compares the effects of gender, sexuality, social class, age and ethnicity on satisfaction with the way we look and suggests how these differences arise. Why, for instance, are young men more unhappy with their body images than women or gay men? Sarah Grogan discusses the effect of media presentation of the ideal body and other cultural influences. Surprisingly, despite the almost exclusive media preference for very young female bodies, she finds that older women are not less satisfied with their bodies than younger women. Readers for a variety of disciplines, this clear and eclectic book will make the ideal text for students from psychology, sociology, gender and media studies. Bullying is one of the most destructive but common social practices that young people experience in schools, and one of the most difficult for teachers to manage successfully. Sexual bullying is even more difficult to deal with. Most adults can recall the important part sexual reputation played in the hierarchies of peer-group popularity during secondary schooling. The significance of this formative period of our sexual identities seems obvious, but is largely ignored by education policy makers and rarely appears in staff training programmes. This book draws together a number of theories on gender, adolescent behaviour and schooling to examine social interactions in four comprehensive schools. The original research underpinning this book comprises of group and individual interviews with the pupils, case-studies and classroom-practitioner observations over a seven-year period. This book will stimulate interest amongst all concerned with pupil welfare and social change. The phenomenon of relationships and bonds struck up between prisoners and outsiders - by one of the UK's leading women writers on criminal justice and with a Foreword by one of the UK's leading 'agony aunts'. My first read of 2021 to
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Read Free My Mum The Boy And Others My Story Of Abuse Neglect And Kickstarted the three collections of stories centred on the nonyas and babas of the Straits Chinese people. Kebaya Tales won the and Matchmakers returns with a brand-new story. This collection of short stories teems with fascinating characters, plot twists and Healing Press www.LHPress.com

Ten years after its initial publication, national bestseller Kebaya Tales: Of Matriarchs, Mistresses and Matchmakers returns with a brand-new story. This collection of short stories teems with fascinating characters, plot twists and new insights into the tenacious long-term impacts of abuse and trauma on the mind, body, and spirit.
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Combining physical, mental, and creative programs of expression are vital to healing * dozens of powerful writing prompts that courage as to the resilience and strength of survivors who live with the daily effects of their trauma * new insight into how the personalised and collective accounts of how trauma manifests in the experiences of survivors and their sense of self * hope and insights into the tenacious long-term impacts of abuse and trauma on the mind, body, and spirit *

Heartlines is at once both unique and universal. It’s a story of course and what can happen when you open rather than close your heart; when you decide to stay just as every fearful instinct tells you to run away. Heartlines is about connection and reconnection and why relationships are worth the fight. It is a piercingly honest and often hilarious story of what it takes to reconnect—and stay there—after a lifetime apart. Fast-paced, warm, and funny, this is an adoption story that pulls the reader on to a wonderful if wobbly rollercoaster ride, exploring themes of family, motherhood, loss, belonging, hope, courage, and the importance of never giving up.

A mix of social history and the funny, wild adventures of a boy growing up in the new towns of Hemel Hempstead through the post-war 1950s to the disco era of the 1970s: anecdotes about how things were then. Discover what our schooling was like then, how he played freely in the open fields, who the odd numbers were, and why he had an obsession with science fiction and airplanes. These are the Salad days of the Newtown Naughty Boy.

Broad-ranging and comprehensive, this incisive new textbook examines the shifting meanings of ‘race’ and ethnicity and collates the essential concepts in one indispensable companion volume. From Marxist views to post-colonialism, this book investigates the attendant debates, issues and analyses within the context of global change. Using international case studies from Australia, Malaysia, the Caribbean, Mexico and the UK and examples of popular imagery that help to explain the more difficult elements of theory, this key text focuses on everyday life issues such as: ethnic conflicts and polarized states racism(s) and policies of multiculturalism diasporas, asylum seekers and refugees mixed race and hybrid identity Incorporating summaries, questions, illustrations, exercises and a glossary of terms, this student-friendly text also puts forward suggestions for further project work. Broad in scope, interactive and accessible, this book is a key resource for undergraduate and postgraduate level students of ‘race’ and ethnicity across the social sciences.

When a mother experiences a mental illness like depression, the whole family can be affected. In this story, a young boy describes his struggle to understand his mother’s condition. Nina Mitchell provides a means for fellow depression sufferers to tackle a difficult topic in such a way that it can be easily understood by young children. For a long time opinion has varied on the role of children when a loved parent, partner, relative or friend is dying has died. There are those who exclude the child from knowledge of impending death and the funeral, arguing that it is all too distressing for a child, while others maintain that children want and can make decisions quite young. When my husband died we gave the grandchildren the choice. It was the youngest two who agreed straight away but Mary, 11, hesitated and then said “I don’t want to go but if I don’t I will never forgive myself.” All three were glad to have gone and said their goodbyes. Brian not only believed that children are well able to be involved in the process of death, he was prepared to test it with a research project that involved not adults, but children who had had a parent die. This book records that research, its problems and results. I have known, and worked with, Brian for many years. His work is meticulous for he is dedicated to the theme, having been a clergymen and seen the many sides of dying and the way it is handled by families who, ourselves, are often dealing with the unknown and their own fears of death and dying. This book is a must for all who have contact with children – parents, teachers, professionals in social services and children who, having been through a combination of writing and reading, readers will experience: “a profound understanding of the complexity and depth of trauma through the lived experiences of survivors insights into the tenacious long-term impacts of abuse and trauma on the mind, body, and spirit personalisation and collective accounts of how trauma manifests in the experiences of survivors and their sense of self hope and courage as to the resilience and strength of survivors who live with the daily effects of their trauma * new insight into how the combination of physical, mental, and creative programs of expression are vital to healing dozens of powerful writing prompts that unearh hidden feelings, thoughts, and beliefs to recover your true self. Learn more at: www.leftwithrenew.com From Loving Healing Press www.LHPress.com

Ten years after its initial publication, national bestseller Kebaya Tales: Of Matriarchs, Mistresses and Matchmakers returns with a brand-new story. This collection of short stories teems with fascinating characters, plot twists and turns, and cultural idiosyncrasies of the Peranakan community. Laced with humour and occasional satire, Kebaya Tales kicked started the three collections of stories centred on the nyonas and babas of the Straits Chinese people. Kebaya Tales won the 2011 Popular-The Star Readers’ Choice Awards for fiction, Malaysia’s top literary prize.A boy on hunger strike meets a girl who refuses to speak, both in drastic protest at their parents’ new partners. But there are many shocks and surprises in store as their
wills weaken. And in the end they find their parents dating each other. For ages 9+. Young women drift through Prague wondering about unplanned pregnancies, a child’s reflections on the Christian concept of sinfulness lead to resolve to sin only ‘just a little bit’, drunken men banter over interminable card games, and a woman’s salvation comes in the unexpected form of pickled buttocks. Bringing together authors of different generations, styles and backgrounds - including for the first time in English translation, two stories by Czech Roma - this collection expresses women’s multiple perspectives on social and intimate issues with by turns caustic and sensitive insight into human nature. ‘Full of humour, acuity and inventiveness’ Maya Jaggi, Guardian ‘Wonderfully diverse, energetic and entertaining.’ Bernie Higgins, One Eye OpenFirst published in 1999. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.In Environmental Learning for Classroom and Assembly at KS1 & KS2, the highly successful and popular author Mal Leicester teams up with the conservationist Denise Taylor to teach children about wildlife and environmental conservation through the art of storytelling. Reflecting the child’s world, the book works outwards from home to garden to neighbourhood to the countryside and seaside and to the planet as a whole. At each level, appreciating, conserving, and enhancing our environment is considered. The authors follow the tried and tested format of Stories for Classroom and Assembly and Stories for Circle Time and Assemblies. Each of the ten chapters includes an original themed story and is packed with lesson plans and cross-curriculum learning activities designed to save teachers’ valuable time. Leicester and Taylor combine the wonder of storytelling with topical environmental issues, covering plants, creatures and the planet. The book covers the full range of conservation, protection and enhancement themes, concepts and values whilst developing the following skills: literacy (including oracy) numeracy knowledge of the natural world imaginative development creative expression. Making a highly topical and ongoing subject accessible to children, this beautifully illustrated resource offers teachers assembly ideas, lesson plans and art activities all in one book. The story of 14-year-old aspiring actress Hilary Simpson. Her friends want to become famous singers, so Hilary agrees to join them in forming Divalicious! Meanwhile, her father makes a surprising return into her life after a 13-year absence, creating problems for Hilary when he asks her and her mother to move with him to another city. Hilary hates the idea and tries to put a stop to it. Comfort for the tears, Light for the way, is a collection of memoirs written by those who have suffered the devastating loss of a child, before during or after birth. These families share their courageous pregnancy journeys through miscarriage, stillbirth, IVF and premature births. Powerfully evocative, Comfort for the tears, Light for the way is a collective memoir of grief - and hope. Ten-year-old Nicholas is embarrassed by his Mum’s pregnancy and worried about losing his status as an only child. Then - horrors - Mum finds out she’s expecting twins Granny and Lancelot’s lives are also turned upside down as they have to move out to make room for the babies. What with their house-hunting, Dad practising nappy changing and finding out - with the help of a water-filled balloon - what it’s like to walk round with a bump, time goes by. Soon Mum is in labour and Dad’s car won’t start - luckily there’s a pizza delivery van ready to come to the rescue. There’s not enough mistletoe in the world to tempt rescue medic Meg Miller to get anywhere near notorious heartbreaker Dr. Dino Zinetti! Though her small son thinks the man’s a superhero, Meg knows the truth - the incredibly sophisticated doctor would never look twice at a scruffy tomboy more comfortable up a mountain than in a dress. But Meg has gotten under the normally unflappable Dino’s skin, and he’s not about to give up on her - however hard she fights their explosive attraction. This Christmas he’ll teach Meg the meaning of romance and receive a crash course in love himself. ‘Thought-provoking, well-written, and offering a range of fresh and sometimes challenging perspectives, Planning and Support should be essential reading for people working in the field of learning disabilities. Highly recommended.’ - Involve Magazine The authors outline the skills needed and common issues in case management practice across a range of people with different disabilities at different stages of their life. Emphasising the importance of taking a rights-based approach to supporting people with learning disabilities, the authors argue that effective case management needs to be individualised and carried out in partnership with the individual and their family in order to draw up a lifestyle plan that meets their many needs, including employment, education, vocational training, therapy and behaviour support. The book includes chapters on inter-agency and cross-sector negotiation and collaboration, balancing rights and protection, listening to individuals and families, communication, optimising health outcomes, approaches to behaviour support, ethical decision-making and reflective supervision, and the text is complemented by case studies throughout. An essential reference for practitioners, the book is also an invaluable guide for policy makers, researchers and students, nurses, carers, and people with intellectual disabilities and their families. Copyright code: 63bbb3b5e6fe17c555e41a5b232dc96c